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LITA Diary Dates
LITA AGM: 20 June, 7.30pm
Lymington Community Centre, Phoenix
Room
2012 visit from Mosbach: 28 Sept-1 Oct
2013 dates to be announced: Visits from
Almansa and Vitré, and trip to Mosbach:

Forthcoming Social events:
Sunday 19 August Summer Social Barbecue
Friday 16 November Lunch at Brockenhurst
College.
Saturday 8 December LITA Christmas Party

on the first Friday of the
month. The next dates are:
6 July and 3 August. These
are held at Le Blaireau in
Brockenhurst from 10.30am for
those who wish to practise their French
conversation. For details, contact Diana
(dianahastie@btinternet.com or 01590-622578).

Stammtisch

meetings
(German
conversation group) are on the third Tuesday
of
the
month
at
The Mayflower, King’s Saltern
Road, Lymington from 7.30pm:
The next Stammtisch dates are:
17 July, 21 August & 18
September.
Contact
Joan
Wray 01590-682385) for details.

Tertulia meetings (Spanish conversation) are
on the second Monday of the month. The next
dates are Monday 11 June at Diana's
(5 Armstrong Close, Brockenhurst), Monday 9
July at Cheryl's (15 Oakenbrow, Sway), Monday
13 August at Cheryl's.
There are several new LITA
members who speak Spanish,
and we hope they will be able to
join the group on the 2nd Monday
of the month, 2.30-4 pm. As
Cheryl is now coordinating the
get-togethers, they are generally at her house
unless she is unable to attend. Please let the
hosting person know whether you are coming or
not. Hasta la vista!
Contact Cheryl
cblamey@lineone.net (01590 681746) for details

LITA Social News
The year 2012 has started
well
with
fund-raising
events contributing £790 to
the coffers so far. This is
thanks to the efforts of
many members who help in
different ways, e.g. making
delicious food, setting up
fantastic displays as in the
Art Exhibition and clearing up and washing up.
In January we had some professional tuition in
French cooking at the New Forest Cookery
School, Brockenhurst College.
February’s event was our popular Fish & Chips
Quiz evening, with our thanks going to Sheila
Ward for devising the questions and keeping us
all in order; it was a fun evening as usual.
In March we were able to do justice to the
artwork loaned by our twin towns in a stunning
exhibition in the Community Centre. This was
followed by a super concert by the choir
ladyZING, led by Tara Roberts to whom we are
very grateful for putting on such a treat for us.
The Lymington Players excelled themselves in
April with a tremendous production of
‘84
Charing Cross Road’ that, along with the postshow party, was hugely enjoyed by all who
attended. Many thanks to everyone involved in
any of these fund-raising social activities.

Friday 16th November lunch at Brockenhurst
College. Reserve your place with Diana now if
you wish, for a delicious lunch and a great social
occasion for £16.
We are planning an exciting evening for our
Christmas party on Saturday 8th December, so
keep the date free.
Polite reminder from Social Secretary and
Treasurer – please make our lives simpler by
paying in advance for social events and by
cheque. Merci, Danke, Gracias!
Diana Hastie

Chairman’s Report
It is approaching a year since the last AGM when
I was elected Chairman. Now that I have retired
from paid work and Cheryl Blamey has fully
handed over the baton, I am finding out what a
rewarding and interesting role it is. My first year
has of course been cushioned by Cheryl’s
agreement to continue alongside me until the
end of 2011. I have appreciated that extended
handover as LITA has continued to be active
with social events, receiving exchange visitors
and visiting our twin towns.
Last
September
we
visited
Mosbach,
strengthening our friendship and enjoying
hospitality of our hosts. Proposing a vote of
thanks at the Mosbach Town Hall reception was
a privilege but a bit daunting as der neuer Chef –
just one of the tasks of the role.
A relatively small contingent visited from
Almansa in December and again friendships
were strengthened and, for Shelagh and I, new
acquaintances made. We shared our Christmas
Social with the Almansa folk and enjoyed their
involvement in the festivities.

Sunday 19th August 1pm onwards, sees our
Summer Social BBQ at Wilverley Barbecue Site,
which is a great venue. This costs £10 per
ticket, or £22.50 for a family, so please bring
children and grandchildren. All are welcome for
a fun day out with good food; walk it all off with
a short ramble led by Bill
Faulkner if you wish.
Water and soft drinks are
provided; just bring your
own wine or beer. Any
offers of help on the day,
loans of gazebos (we’ve
been
lucky
with
the
weather every year … so
far…) or contributions of
food,
would
be
most
welcome.
See the separate booking form for details.
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Shelagh and I had accepted the offer of ‘house
and dog’ sitting in Port Macquarie about half way
between Sydney and Brisbane on the east coast
of Australia for March, April and early May, so
we missed the trip to Almansa. However, I heard
that fiesta time was celebrated with gusto and
that most of the LITA visitors have now caught
up on their sleep lost.
It was tempting to set up a twinning
arrangement with Port Macquarie, the climate is
temperate to warm and the 16 beaches are good.
But prudence prevailed: it is a very long way
away. Getting the right balance of costs and
charges is difficult enough for France, let alone
Australia.
I could only contemplate the long stay in
Australia because of the confidence of a very
competent and diligent Management Committee.
I would like to thank them for their hard work in
continuing
to increase
the
profile
and
membership of LITA, run successful social
events and with the particular planning and
effort from Cheryl Blamey and Diana Hastie for
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the Art and Zing Concert, to display the
magnificent artwork given to us as part of the
30th Anniversary Celebrations.
My absence has meant that I have still to get to
know a number of members better but I am
encouraged by—and thank you the members
for—your enthusiasm and willingness to further
the ethos of twinning, of giving and receiving and
enjoying shared interests. I hope to see many of
you at the AGM on the 20th June where the
Association’s business section will be followed by
refreshments and time to chat.
Peter Richardson, Chairman (Please note: my
e-mail address is litachair@gmail.com)

LITA Membership 2012-13

Snailmail? Email?
Please be sure to confirm your contact
details—including an email address wherever
possible—when you renew you membership.
Forms have been sent out with the AGM
papers.

Almansa
Town Twinning Visit to Almansa for the
‘Moors & Christians’ Festival 2012
A 26-strong group visited Almansa in early May
for their impressive annual Festival. This reenacts the storming of the town by the Moors in
the 12th century and then its re-taking by the
Christians over 100 years later. The whole town
is on holiday, schools and businesses are closed,
and everyone parties for a week! We had arrived
from Lymington at lunchtime, but despite
afternoon and evening processions we were up
until the early hours watching the castle being
stormed by the costumed Moors with very
realistic hand-to-hand fighting and mock
bloodshed – all to a stirring soundtrack.
The next morning brought renewed loud bangs
from the streets - the sound of blunderbusses
and firecrackers signalled street fighting between
the Moors and the Christians … again! This
proved a daily occurrence, very noisy but clearly
much enjoyed by all.

Last session, LITA’s membership increased to
over 140, our highest ever. Thank you to all
who have already promptly sent in forms and
subscription cheques to cover membership
renewal (due from 1 July).
Once you’ve renewed your membership, you
can be sure of receiving the next Newsletter,
Bulletins, photo links and other regular
information about the Association’s activities.
You will, of course, also be eligible to join any
trips to our Twin Towns during the coming
LITA year.
Please notify me of any changes to your
personal details so you don’t miss out!
Carolyn Miller (Membership Secretary)
CarolynStBedes@aol.com 01590 645823
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Children’s processions took place later, with
every child, no matter how young, dressed in the
costume of their family’s ‘fiesta club’. Every
participant belongs to one of these ‘clubs’.
Membership passes down the generations. Each
club has its characteristic costume style, so 70year-old grandparents and young babies can be
dressed identically. The clubhouses are open all
day, providing food and drink for their members
throughout the fiesta. One afternoon was ‘open
house’. Everyone followed the bands from one
clubhouse to the next, with free drinks and
tapas at each stop. Almansa is home to many
brass bands that take part in the processions,
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interspersed between the parading groups.
Spectator seating is laid out along the route –
very welcome as the parades can take three
hours to pass the cheering crowds. The evening
processions were an amazing sight with row
upon row of Moors and Christians, twelve or
more abreast, all swaying in step in magnificent
costumes and elaborate make-up.

On our last day, we watched another thrilling
pageant as the castle was retaken by the
Christians. Later there was a more informal
parade, with people on floats throwing sweets to
the crowds, local restaurants and food producers
handing out ‘tapas’ and drinks as they passed
by, dance groups in wonderful matching
costumes stopping to do a turn every few
minutes. There were acrobats, horsemen on
beautifully trained animals - and even a goat – a
wonderful carnival atmosphere. The parade
ended with a communal meal. Over a thousand
people sat at long tables in a huge marquee.
After eating, the tables were cleared away for a
disco, singing and dancing till dawn.
On our last day the statue of the Virgin of Belén
was brought out of the main church to be
presented with floral offerings by hundreds of
couples who walked in a solemn procession, the
men in dark suits and the women in black
dresses. Representatives of LITA were invited to
take part, some of the ladies having been lent
beautiful black lace ‘mantilla’ headware. Later
there was more dancing, culminating in a
magnificent firework display …. at 3am! As we
left the next morning, still amazed at the
stamina of the inhabitants, we were looking
forward to gentle recuperation after our
unforgettable visit.

Dilys MacKinnon: Vice Chair, Almansa
(a version of this report was submitted to the
‘A&T’)
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The LITA party, with some of our hosts, on
the steps of Almansa’s Castilo

Mosbach
A large LITA group visited Mosbach from 29th
September to 3rd October last year. We enjoyed a
full itinerary as we visited our beautiful
Partnerstadt again. The main outing took the
group to Würzburg where we toured the formal
gardens of the Residenz, the 18th century rococo
palace of the Prince-Bishops of Würzburg. After
strolling through the delightful city centre we
assembled at the riverside to take a boat trip to
nearby Veitshöchheim, the summer residence of
the Prince-Bishops. There is a good selection of
photos of the trip on the LITA website.
Sheila & John Ward: Vice Chairs, Mosbach
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Vitré
A pre-Vitre get-together was held at Sheila and
Andrew Collyer’s house on Friday May 11th.
Once again the weather let us down and 30 of us
huddled in the kitchen and conservatory
sheltering from the bitter wind!
However, it was great to see everyone and small
events like this help to cement friendships and
allow new members to get to know one-another.
Forty two members left for Vitré early on Friday
25th May, some members travelled by car and
three planned to cycle.
Sheila Collyer: Vice Chair, Vitré
PS Early reports of the very recent trip to Vitré
are overwhelmingly positive (including the
excellent weather!), but more wil appear soon on
the website and in a later Newsletter.

Who’s Who on LITA’s Committee
Chairman:

Peter Richardson
litachair@gmail.com

Deputy Chairman:

Simon Hacking

Hon Secretary:

Rosemary Marcuse

Hon Treasurer:

Malcolm Eggleton

Vice-Chair, Vitré:
Vice-Chairs, Mosbach:
Vice-Chair, Almansa:

Sheila Collyer
John & Sheila Ward
Dilys MacKinnon

Social Secretary:
Diana Hastie
dianahastie@btinternet.com or 01590-622578
Membership Secretary:
Newsletter Editor:
Co-opted Member
LITA website

Carolyn Miller
carolynstbedes@aol.com
Dave Miller
DMille9226@aol.com
Cheryl Blamey

lymingtontwinning.weebly.com

Committee members thought it worth giving the
membership a little more insight into what their
roles entail. Not surprisingly, many LITA
members are blissfully unaware of what is done
on their behalf, so these notes might help to
LITA Newsletter
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inform you. One specific point is worth making
clear: unlike our Twin Town groups who are
fortunate to receive considerable funding and/or
direct administrative support through their
respective Town Councils, LITA functions almost
entirely through the funds we raise ourselves.
This comes from membership dues, small profits
on our social events, the modest levy that
travellers pay when we visit our twin towns and
from occasional commercial sponsors (as was
most prominent during the recent anniverary
clebrations). Hoever, we are grateful for the
donation—typically of £250pa—from Lymington
& Pennington Town Council.
What follows outlines the specific remit of each
Committee member. However, all of us are
involved in the many jobs that hide behind
LITA’s successful social events. We all enjoy this
part of our work, but if a Committee member
ever asks you to volunteer, you’ll know that we’re
at our wits end! (The mugshots are not
necessarily those chosen by the Committee
members! Ed.)
Finally, our Constitution allows the Committee,
once elected, to allot the various remits amongst
its membership. LITA members are warmly
encouraged to stand for Committee membership
at the AGM.

Peter Richardson: Chairman
Peter took over the reins
of LITA power last year.
He oversees the work of
the Committee and sets
our agenda.
Being LITA Chairman
means that I must be
prepared to do a lot
of
listening:
to
members,
the
Management
Committee, our Twin
Town committees and
others such as the
Town Councillors in
order to (hopefully) come to the right decisions
for promoting the ethos of LITA and managing
the Association in the best way for growth and
good practice.
It is very much a co-ordination role, chairing
Management
Committee
meetings
and
contacting members (normally by e-mail or
telephone) over the miriad of issues that arise
within a vibrant and active association. Finding
willing volunteers for Committee membership or
social activities is in my remit, but I am ably
supported by my hardworking Management
Committee.
Keeping people informed on what we are doing
means writing reports, such as for the
Newsletter, or contacting the local press or
Council to promote our profile in the town.
Reading and commenting on others' reports is
also part of the information and communicating
process.
Saying a few words of thanks at social events
or to our hosts or guests on visitations is a very
pleasant task but daunting if it needs to be in
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French or German and definitely delegated if in
Spanish.
In summary it is having overall responsibility
to see that members, hosts and guests enjoy
their involvement with LITA.

Simon Hacking: Deputy Chairman
Simon
supports
the
Chairman, deputising for
him when absent, and
provides an ‘extra pair of
hands’ for much of the
Committee’s work.

Dilys Mackinnon: Vice Chair Almansa
Dilys enjoys speaking
Spanish and this came
to the fore at several
points in the recent
Almansa visit. Numbers
taking
part
in
the
Spanish exchanges have
continued
to
grow
appreciably during her
period of office

John & Sheila Ward: Vice Chairs
Mosbach (and John is LITA webmaster)
Committee Secretary: Rosemary Marcuse
Rosemary is our outgoing
Committee Secretary. She
keeps minutes for our
meetings, circulates the
paperwork, organises our
meeting
venues
and
ensures we meet our
constitutional deadlines!
Simon Hacking (currently
vice-Chairman) is taking
over this role after the
AGM.

Diana Hastie: Social Secretary
Other
Committee
members would agree
that Diana’s role is the
most challenging. She
uses her huge range of
local
contacts
and
experience to devise
our excellent social
programme.
The
delightful variety of
events we all enjoy are
largely
down
to
Diana’s initiative and drive.

LITA’s Twin-Town Vice Chairs
The holders of these posts provide for all the
liaison between LITA and each of our three Twin
Towns. They each deal directly with the local
contact people for one of our Twins and help to
ensure that members hardly notice the planning!
This liaison covers the arrangements for visits to
us—the logistics of travel, organising and
co-odinating host families, the social programme
and also the trips by us to our Twin Towns where
travel arrangements and local liaison are required.
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In addition to working with Sheila in sustaining
all aspects of the thriving liaison with Mosbach,
John initiated, designed and maintains the LITA
website (at lymingtontwinning.weebly.com)

Sheila Collyer: Vice
Chair Vitré
Sheila’s
fluent
French has been a
great help in her
time running LITA’s
links
with
Vitré.
Together with her
husband,
Andrew,
she is a frequent
visitor to Brittany
and the marina at
La Roche Bernard. After 4 years in post, Sheila is
finishing her term of office at the forthcoming
AGM to give herself more time for ‘boat and
family’.
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Dave Miller: Newsletter & Bulletin Editor
Dave takes care of
producing the Bulletins
and Newlsetters that let
the Committee inform
the
membership
of
current and forthcoming
events and the more
‘chatty’ Newsletters. He
is also one of the small
band
who
routinely
photograph everything
that moves in LITAworld. He has a hand in most of the publicity
materials we deploy (posters, flyers, the recent
anniversary Calendar and twin-town logo bags
etc). He tries to help the Committee with their
IT—related issues (… except for the website –
John W’s domain!).

Carolyn Miller Membership Secretary
Carolyn is often the
first point of contact
for
LITA’s
new
members. With our
growing membership
now standing at 140
plus, she ensures
our
database
of
postal and email
addresses
and
telephone numbers
is maintained.

Malcolm Eggleton:
Treasurer

Family Help – Vitré au
pair-ing?
Is anyone in your
family
considering
taking on an ‘au pair’
this summer? Peter
Richardson has been
given details of a contact in Vitré. Please e-mail
him at litachair@gmail.com or telephone 01590
676645 for more information.

LITA Members Email & Telephone details
A request was made at the last AGM to circulate
members’ email addresses to the whole
membership. At present, we circulate names and
telephone numbers only, whilst the Committee
keeps a full record, including postal and email
addresses.
The Committee discussed this proposal at length
and decided not to circulate email addresses but
to continue with the Telephone List. The latter
enables members to contact one another and, if
they wish, to arrange to exchange emails
personally. Members who might wish to inform
the membership of something likely to be of
general interest are free to ask one of the
Committee to email members on their behalf.
The committee has been elected to deal with and
look after members interests. It does not wish to
be responsible for disclosing more personal
details than is absolutely necessary. Tracking
opt-outs for telephone/and/or emails would also
be onerous.

It
is
Malcolm
who
periodically provides the
reassuring information
that
LITA
remains
solvent. We have a
turnover
of
many
thousands of pounds a
year. This demands a
reliable and consistent
attention to the detail in
running our Accounts.

Our website lymingtontwinning.weebly.com
allows information and photos to be shared.
Website content can be suggested for posting via
John
Ward,
the
LITA
webmaster
at
johnontrike@yahoo.co.uk

Cheryl Blamey: Coopted
member
Cheryl was LITA’s previous
Chair, but stayed on the
Committee to help to ensure
a smooth transition as Peter
Richardson took over last
summer.
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Feedback about the Newsletter and news items from
members always welcome:
Dave Miller at DMille9226@aol.com
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